
At UnitronTM, we care deeply about people with
hearing loss. We work closely with hearing
healthcare professionals to make advanced,
purpose-driven solutions available to everyone.

www.unitron.com

08-064  028-5343-02

PassportTM grants you 
access to freedom

Passport is built upon proven technology that 
is easy to understand, allowing you to achieve
significantly better hearing. Passport empowers
you with the confidence to communicate, even
in challenging listening environments.

FEATURE WHAT’S THE BENEFIT?

SmartFocusTM Provides unprecedented control 
over your listening experience

LearnNowTM Captures and learns your preferences
instantly, so you spend less time fine tuning

UnifiTM Wireless 
System

Delivers superior hearing and 
listening convenience with automatic
communication between hearing
instruments and effortless connection 
to your audio devices

AutoPro4TM Produces amazing sound quality and
listening comfort by automatically
adjusting to your environment

Feedback
Management
System

Ensures a comfortable listening
experience, free from annoying whistling 

AntiShockTM Eliminates the discomfort of sudden
uncomfortable noises without affecting
the sounds you want to hear

Options 
and Styles

Offers many unique choices 
to best suit your individual needs



SmartFocusTM takes personalized 
hearing to a new level 
SmartFocus lets you either focus in on the
sounds in front of you, or experience a gradual
increase in awareness of sounds all around you,
depending on your listening needs. It does this
through one simple control, which lets you
adjust four powerful features: microphone
response, speech enhancement, noise
reduction and overall loudness. These features
work together to make Passport superior in
providing clear, inviting communication. 

PassportTM gets to know you
Passport remembers your smartFocus and volume
control adjustments. It automatically returns
towards those settings when you are in similar
listening situations, so you spend less time 
fine tuning your hearing instruments. Teaching
Passport your preferences can happen even faster
by pressing the learnNowTM       button on your
Smart Control remote any time you are happy 
with your hearing instrument settings.

Focus on what matters

SmartFocus is easily adjusted through 
a scroll wheel on the Smart Control
remote or via a control located directly
on your hearing instrument.

Adjusting towards Clarity fine tunes
to focus on the sound in front of you and
works to pull clear, meaningful speech
out of a noisy environment.

When might you 
adjust towards Clarity?
• Conversing with a friend 
at a busy restaurant

• Attending a lecture
• Watching television

Adjusting towards Comfort reduces
the annoyance and loudness of sounds,
while providing awareness of sound all
around you.

When might you 
adjust towards Comfort?
• Walking along a busy street
• Riding the train
• Waiting for the show 
to start at a busy theater

Arrive at successful 
communication with PassportTM

Built upon revolutionary technology, 
PassportTM lets you communicate successfully, 
even in challenging listening environments. 



Personal: It listens to you 
Passport can be personalized to your listening
needs, thanks to smartFocusTM. This powerful
tool allows you to fine tune your hearing
instruments in a whole new way, increasing
your listening satisfaction no matter 
where you are.

Intelligent: It knows just what to do
Passport automatically matches your hearing
instrument settings to your surroundings using
an array of advanced, adaptive features. This
process occurs in the background, with no action
on your part. You simply enjoy the results.

Connected: It opens new doors
Passport supports the UnifiTM Wireless System,
making it even easier to connect to the people,
places and technologies in your life. 
• Communication between hearing instruments
means that your listening is always balanced
across both ears 

• Automatic connection to cellular phones 
and other Bluetooth® enabled devices means
convenient, hands-free use

• Direct delivery of sound to both ears means
better listening with fewer distractions

The Bluetooth trademarks are owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

Purpose-driven features 
make a noticeable difference

Passport includes advanced technology 
that gives you the confidence to communicate
like never before.

Comfort in an instant – All sounds are not
created equal. Passport offers antiShockTM

to instantly detect and reduce the discomfort 
of jarring noises, such as a door slamming 
or dishes clattering in a sink, while keeping 
the sound quality natural.   

Say hello to convenient phone use –
When you bring the telephone up to your ear,
Passport automatically switches to a telephone
program. When you are finished using the
phone, Passport automatically returns to 
your previous listening program.

The telephone program can be set up to work
with Passport’s wireless system so that both
hearing instruments adjust when a telephone
receiver is close to your ear. This makes it easier
for you to focus on your conversation without
being distracted by the other sounds around you. 

No more annoying whistling – Passport uses 
a sophisticated feedback management system
that works to provide comfortable listening
without annoying and embarrassing whistling.



The choice is yours

Full feature set, packed tight
Passport introduces MoxiTM13 Canal Receiver
Technology (CRT) and ModaTM13 slim tube –
hearing instruments offering uncompromised
features that give you the flexibility you need 
in a small, discreet size.

Your personal style is as unique as your 
hearing loss. So Passport offers a wide variety
of styles, including new behind-the-ear (BTE)
options, such as ShiftTM and various in-the-ear
(ITE) options. Along with colors that range 
from the traditional to sleek new aubergine 
and chrome.

Fitting options – Choice of
slim tube or CRT to meet 
your unique listening needs

Wireless – Unifi TM Wireless 
System for simple 
connection to wireless 
features and devices

Push button – Can be set up
as volume control or program
change for maximum control
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Lever – Easy to locate 
and operate; can be set 
up as either a volume 
control or smartFocus

* Actual size


